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Mission & Vision 
Each LPC has its own mission and vision, over time objectives in common have been proposed across all of (Coventry 

& Warwickshire) Arden, Herefordshire and Worcestershire LPC (AHW). The following are included: 

• New Contractual Framework 

• Pharmacy Quality Scheme 

• Primary care Networks 

• Making the LPC fit for the future and team development 

• Contractor Support  

• Stakeholder engagement and building relationships across STP and PCNs 

• Service development and implementation  

• Contractor and pharmacy teams training and development 

• Review of LPC and PSNC Support framework and set up 

• Review of LPCs collaborative working across AHW, CPWM (West Midlands LPCs) and beyond 

Nolan Principles 
The LPC values are based on the Nolan Principles of conduct Underpinning Public Life.  

All Officers, Committee Members and Office Team are always expected to treat each other and colleagues with dignity 

and respect.  We have a personal responsibility to treat each other the way we would wish to be treated ourselves 

and should raise with individuals directly, if possible, where our expectations in terms of their behaviour to us falls 

short. This requires a transparent and open manner and any discussions of internal LPC matters should remain 

confidential and within the confines of the LPC Members. This will support the Committee to maintain a positive brand 

image and reputation with external stakeholders.   

Selflessness  
Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest. They should not do so in order to 

gain financial or other materials benefits for themselves, their family, or other friends.  

Integrity  
Holders of public office should not place themselves under any financial or other obligation to outside individuals or 

organisations that might influence them in the performance of their official duties.  

Objectivity  
In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding contracts, or recommending 

individuals for rewards and benefits, holders of public office should make choices on merit.  

Accountability  
Holders of public office are accountable for their decisions and actions to the public and must submit to whatever 

scrutiny is appropriate to their office.  

Openness  
Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all the decisions and actions that they take. They should 

give reasons for their decisions and restrict information only when the wider public interest clearly demands.  

Honesty  
Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their public duties and to take steps to 

resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects the public interest.  

Leadership  
Holders of public office should promote and support these principles by leadership and example. 
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Committee Make Up and Operation 
Coventry & Warwickshire LPC Members possess extensive experience as a collective in different fields bringing a 

unique contribution of skillset and expertise to progress LPC workstreams and achieve positive outcomes for our 

Contractors.   

Coventry Local Pharmaceutical Committee represents the 94 Community Pharmacies across Coventry and 

Warwickshire Local Pharmaceutical Committee 110 across Warwickshire.  

Each Committee has a part-time Chief Officer (16 hours a week) and support from a shared LPC Office Team: Support 

Officer (6 hours a week), Website / Social Media Admin Assistant (5 hours a week) and Governance Lead / 

Administrator (8 hours a week).  

Each Committee is currently made up of 9 members; 4 independent Contractors, 4 nominated by the CCA and 1 AIMp. 

The elected Term is Four Years from April 2018 until March 2022, or pro rata if appointed during the Term. The LPC 

may choose to amend the number of members, provided a majority are in favour, the balance of membership must 

reflect the state of play with contractors at the PSNC stipulated defined point for elections – usually the end of the 

October preceding the 4 yearly elections for the New LPCs.  

Responsibilities  

• To represent Contractors to add value and support the Community Pharmacy Profession  

• To understand and follow the PSNC – LPC Governance principles  

• To uphold and practice the Nolan Principles underpinning Public Life conduct   

• To ensure conduct and communication is ethical and transparent and in line with agreed policies of the LPC  

• To ensure all Members are treated with fairness, dignity and respect   

• To ensure that personal responsibility is taken to complete, deliver and communicate on assigned 

responsibilities within agreed timelines, including completion of reports 

• To support external and internal working groups / meetings and allocated localities 

• Attend the majority of LPC Meetings, in line with the Constitution and the AGM  

▪ Note it is important that the Members attend regularly and proactively participate in LPC 

Meetings and if find themselves unable to do so consider their position 

▪ Expected to attend > 50% in any rolling 12 months period and not miss 3 consecutive 

Meetings, within the elected Four Years Term  

▪ Due consideration will be taken of circumstances in relation to absence and support with 

other LPC meetings and working groups 

A copy of our current LPC constitution can be found on the LPC website. 

Corporate Responsibility  
During a debate on an issue at an LPC meeting, members can express their views freely and firmly.  However, once a 

decision has been taken by the LPC then that decision is binding on all Members irrespective of any counter views 

which may have been expressed during the debate.  

Corporate responsibility means that individual Members will publicly state only the LPC’s collective view on an issue 

and, as an LPC member, will not say or do anything to undermine the LPC’s position.   

LPC Meeting Frequency 
The LPC will plan to meet bimonthly (Jan, March, May, July, September, November) with the AGM in September or 

October. The frequency of meetings may be reviewed following any recommendations from the work on LPC 

Structures and financial constraints. From March 2020 for a trial period the Coventry and Warwickshire LPCs will 

meet on the same day, with the following format: 
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Note the LPCs will take it in turns to host, chair and fund the meetings. The LPC in the chair will meet before the joint 

meeting and the other LPC after for private sessions as needed. Any voting undertaken during any of the session and 

subsequent results will be determined by each LPC separately. The first joint meeting will be on 5th March 2020 and 

be chaired by Coventry LPC. The next will be on 19th May and chaired by Warwickshire LPC. Subsequent meetings are 

planned for 2nd July, 22nd September, 5th November, 19th January 2021 (following the current Coventry and Warks LPCs 

pattern of meetings alternate months).  

Subgroups / Working Group Structures  
Each Committee has working groups / subgroups to support, direct, and implement the LPC strategy. The LPCs have 

moved towards working groups for the most part, with the exception of the Officers and Governance Group.  

The Officers Group will also meet at least three times a year between LPC Meetings. 

The Working Groups will meet between LPC Meetings and will undertake specific activities as agreed at LPC Meetings. 

The membership will be fluid and dependent upon capacity, skills and interest in the areas to be worked on.   

The LPC Officers / Working Group Leads will present any updates, policies and documents at each main LPC Meeting 

to ensure transparency and governance.  

The Governance Group: VR, TF, Chief Officer and Governance Lead will oversee the adherence to the Ways of Working 

Policy. 

Officers Group: Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Chief Officer 

Working Groups: 

Task and finish groups set up progress actions set out by LPC or Subgroups between LPC Meetings 
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Representatives on other Committees / Groups: 
CPWM – FL & JH & FO:  S&OC – JH & F & FOL: POD – JH & FL & SK: APC – AH & SK: CPSG (PNA Group) – FL & VR & KR: Med Opt G 

– FL: Diabetes Transformation Group – FL & LM: CDLin – FL / ZA: NHSE – FL: CDA (STP) – FL & SK: AHW cross LPC – FL, VR & JH, FO 

& TF: PSNC Regional – Chair & Chief Officer 

General LPC Meeting Good Practice  
Apologies for absence must be provided to the Chair and Chief Officer in advance where possible and no later than 30 

minutes before the planned Meeting start, including any requirements to arrive late or leave early. For planned 

absence, a Member may nominate another Member to express their view / vote on any tabled Agenda items. This 

authority should be confirmed to the Chief Officer in advance of the Meeting. A record will be kept of attendance and 

presented at each meeting and in the Annual Report for transparency and governance.   

General Meeting Good Practice Rules   
The following suggested rules should be applied at all LPC meetings by all Members:  

• Phones, laptops and other media devices can cause distractions: So, their use in Meetings is only allowed for 

accessing information relevant to the LPC Meeting Agenda. Contractors fund Members of the LPC to attend 

meetings and so Members should give their full attention. 

• All Members should prepare well for the Meeting, reading all key documents listed on the Agenda which will 

be available on Box 7 days prior to the LPC Meeting.  

• All Members should arrive on time 

• Reports or documents that you wish to reference or discuss during the meeting must be sent to the Chief 

Officer at least 7 days in advance, which will be added to Box. This should include a copy of Reports written 

for ALL meetings attended on behalf of the LPC. A template is available. Where this is not possible hardcopies 

should be brought to the Meeting.  

• Any issues, questions or points during a discussion should be signalled to the Chair and the discussion needs 

to remain focused on the discussion at hand. Any additional related points should be directed to the Chair for 

addressing at AOB 

• All discussions should be focussed on adding value to our Contractors, raised objectively, exclude personal 

criticism and inappropriate language 

• Listen to all contributions, contribute without dominating the conversation and do not interrupt others (even 

if you strongly disagree with their comments) 

• The Chair will ensure that: 

o Start and end the meeting on time  

o Keep the meeting focused on the agenda and discussion on the topic  

o Ensure a solution focussed discussion  

o Guests are welcomed and that any scene settings or introductions are undertaken  

• NB: Any issues relating to specific personal conduct, should be raised to the Chief Officer or Chair of the LPC 

in the first instance to ensure continued improvement and effectiveness of the Committee and value outputs 

for Contractors.  Whilst informal discussion is preferred, any significant issues for resolution must be raised in 

a formal, written manner to ensure that they are addressed.  

Additional meeting / training / workshop attendance for LPC Members  
Meeting attendance (internal or external) should be agreed with the Chief Officer, Chair or at the LPC Meetings, giving 

due regard to the LPC Budget.  Working Groups will mostly be on pre-agreed dates, generally scheduled between LPC 

Meetings and held at the Office (where possible) with maximum of 3 LPC Members plus the Chief Officer. Each meeting 

must generate an action focussed Report, which will be shared at the next LPC Meeting. The Report should be sent to 

Chief Officer and copy to the office email address (ahwlpc@gmail.com ), within 2 weeks of attending the meeting. 

mailto:ahwlpc@gmail.com
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Expenses for attending the meetings will be paid in line with the Expenses Policy, provided a Report has been furnished 

and claim sent to the Treasurer within the agreed timeframe. 

Regular meetings (PSNC, S&OC, CPWM, CCG, H&WB, POD, STP, APC, CPSG, Diabetes, Med Opt etc) and attendance 

will be pre-agreed to ensure representation. This will be agreed in line with strategic requirement/skillset, 

Commissioner requests and leads that are brought to the Committee. The Treasurer will ensure that the associated 

costs fall within the agreed budget and advise accordingly.  

Working Group tasks will be scoped and considered by the LPC based on the strategic direction shared by the Officers. 

Routine tasks will be formulated within a Work Plan and supported by the Office team under the direction of the Chief 

Officer. To ensure integrity, effectiveness and centralised information records of progress; a summary of working 

group activities and communications to external parties will be documented and shared as part of any updates. 

Note preparations and meeting etiquette, outlined for LPC Meetings also apply for all other internal and external 

meetings / activities where Officers / Team or Members represent the LPC, including giving any apologies to both 

LPC Chief Officer and the relevant contact for the meeting to be attended, where you are expected. 

Communication between Meetings  
The Officers Group (Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer and Chief Officer) will meet before/ after LPC Meetings or between 

meetings as needed. In any event will maintain communication between meetings to allow swift action should issues 

need addressing outside of main LPC Meetings.  

Where an issue requires action between meetings the Officers Group, through the Chief Officer, will in the first 

instance determine whether: 

• The matter can be handled by the Officers Group  

o Swift response needed, uncontentious, low cost (<£1,000 or falls within agreed budgetary line and 

value) or item previously discussed in outline at an LPC Meeting etc 

o To be detailed in Officers or Chief Officer Report at next LPC Meeting 

• The matter needs decision / action by the wider LPC prior to the next Meeting 

o Timebound but there is enough time to collate a response 

o Contentious issue (take account of any CCA, AIMp, PSNC stance) 

o Need for attendance at a meeting which cannot be met by Officers / Support team / not pre-

arranged meeting e.g. Locality / Hub meetings 

o Contractual, Regulatory, Market Entry or Commissioning intervention / update 

• It can wait until the next main LPC Meeting 

o Chief Officer to ensure tabled on the next Agenda, with any supporting documents 

 Between meeting communications and response times 

• Where feedback / support (response to a consultation, attendance is required on a matter prior to next LPC 

Meeting then 

o Details will be circulated or a link to Box documents 

• Where decision is required that is not timebound or appropriate for Officers alone to make then  

o Google Form / Email or similar used to send out background and question on which to vote with 

agreed turnaround time of 7 days (unless timebound)  

o Options – Approve, Not Approve, Abstain 

o If majority of votes received Approve then will pass irrespective of number of responses, if vote tied 

Chair will have casting vote (or Vice Chair in absence of Chair) 

o Responses will be monitored with Members expected to respond to a minimum of 67% (2/3) during 

the year allowing for holidays etc 
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Two- way Communications 
Any leads, concerns, issues, discussion points should be shared between meetings as needed, either through 

WhatsApp Group, email, phone to Chief Officer / Chair.  

As we learn more about Localities / Hubs / Networks these meetings may also include engaging local Contractors to 

attend either with or in place of LPC Member. It will be important for the Hub LPC Leads to support this process and 

keep the wider LPC informed through Chief Officer. We have some materials used in other areas which we can utilise 

to support using non-members. 

Date adopted: November 2019 
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Appendix 1: Coventry LPC & Warwickshire LPC Working Groups - Terms of Reference 
 

Membership 

Group Lead – Officer of the LPC 

Deputy Group Lead – to be decided prior to Working Group meeting if Group Lead is unable to attend 

Working Group membership will be flexible but consist of 3 LPC members plus the Chief Officer unless exceptional 

circumstances exist.  Members of the Working Group will be discussed and agreed based upon skills, expertise and 

availability to attend the meeting.   This discussion will take place either at the preceding LPC meeting or via email / 

WhatsApp if appropriate. 

It is expected that all members of the working group attend the working group meeting.  Where this is not possible 

due to unforeseen circumstances such as sickness the Chief Officer should be contacted, providing as much notice as 

possible so that an alternative working group member can be identified.  

The Group Lead should nominate a deputy to deputise in his/her absence. 

Purpose 

The Working Group has responsibility to drive forward and deliver any specific actions identified by the LPC / 
subgroup as part of the LPC’s business plan with the overall objective of delivering value for contractors.  Members 
will provide resource, insight, expertise and commitment to support the Group Lead deliver the objectives. 
 
Roles:  

To undertake this responsibility effectively the Group Lead and each member of the Working Group will: 

• Commit to deliver actions that have been agreed within defined timescales 

• Contribute to group discussion and identify solutions to challenges and barriers 

• Use best endeavours to attend the working group meeting that has been committed to 

• Collectively provide input and update on actions  
 

Objectives: 

The Working Group will be responsible for actively supporting activities and opportunities, in accordance with the LPC’s 

business plan.   

Quorum 

For decision making the Group Lead and at least 2 group members should be in attendance.  When any significant 

decisions are required that affect contractors a recommendation by the Working Group will be made to the LPC 

committee for the Committee to make the final decision.   

Reporting Arrangements 

A highlight report and action summary will be prepared by a representative of the Working Group at the end of the 

meeting so that this can be incorporated into the LPC papers and circulated appropriately.  

Frequency of Meetings 

 As and when required and agreed by the LPC Committee. 
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Appendix 2: PSNC – LPC Governance Guide 

LPC-governance-gui

de-2018%20(1).docx  

 

 


